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There can't be "too many
Asians at Bryn Mawr
by Joanne Ma

tion at Bryn Mawr. Supposedly this lack
of support is because there are already
When I was a prospective high school "enough" Asians on campus. The point
stud en t, one of the main reasons I wanted of giving financial protection to minorito come to Bryn Mawr was that I thought ties is not only to increase your minority
Bryn Mawr College was a very enlight- statistics so you will look good to proened and active campus. College cam- spective students and the general public
puses are supposedly rife with interest- but also, I would think, to actually suping discussions and idealistic students port them, realizing that racial and ethnic
and professors, and Bryn Mawr would minorities face special difficulties in livcertainly be one of
ing in America.
People talk
the schools that "Ihaoe come to realize that Bryn
about the "myth of
came closest to this
Mawr is not perfect...one of the the Asian American
ideal. Some of the
most basic founda- best examples of this "imperfec- being the model mitions of our school— tion" is the college's attitude nority" and how this
is used to dibeing a women's coltoward racism and ethnicity." myth
lege, the Honor
vide
minority
groups. However the
Code, pluralism and
diversity—these are supposed to create Admissions Office doesn't seem to realan atmosphere where students treat each ize that the model minority myth is in
other with respect and make an effort to fact a myth. Although this may seem
be understanding. However, I have come obvious, minority groups are not all same
to realize that Bryn Mawr is not perfect. and do not have the same history or
Right now, one of the best examples of needs. The Asian American community
this "imperfection" is the college's atti- includes many, many cultures. Asian
tude towards racism and ethnicity. I got American doesn't mean just Chinese,
a close look at this upon becoming aware Korean and Japanese. The Asian Ameriof our school's stance on Asian Ameri- can population is made up of persons
from more than 20 countries (speaking
cans.
Though you might think Asian Ameri- more than 100 languages and dialects
cans are minorities (since in America, and belonging to many different religmost people are not of Asian descent— ions). Asian American also includes
surprise, surprise), the Admissions of- groups such as Filipino, Laotian, Burfice and administration doesn't seem to mese, Vietnamese and Nepalese. Some
think so. Asian Americans, unlike Lati- of us may know that anti-Asian violence
nas, Native Americans and African- is on the rise (this rise being perhaps
see "Model Minority" on p3
Americans, do not get financial protec-

Feminism doesn ft address
needs of Black women
by Rachel Jean-Baptiste
As the celebration of women's history
month continues, I have very conflicting
feelings. I am conscious of the global and
historical nature of gender oppression
and adhere to the doctrine that women
should not hold a subordinate position
in any society. Yet I will not categorize
myself as a feminist because "feminism"
as it exists does not encompass my goals
and that of women of color in general. I
consider my race, and not my gender, to
be the primary category that causes others to stereotype or objectify me. The
women's movement as it exists in the
U.S. has been a movement led by white
women to fight for their own advancement. A lecture given by Dr. Ctenora
Hudson-Weems offered an alternative
doctrine called the Africana Womanism
that provides one way for black women
to self-define themselves.
In her lecture Dr. Hudson-Weems
presented many past and current actions
of the feminist movement that are outright racist. The American women's
movement grew, in part, from the efforts
of white women to abolish slavery in the

early nineteenth century. Following
emancipation, a debate raged over
whether the 15th amendment should give
the right to vote to white women or black
men. Dr. Hudson-Weems read quotes
from several prominent former abolitionists stating that the black men were
too dumb to be given the vote. These
white women who had formerly pointed
to white men as their oppressors now
aligned with them in an effort to prevent
blacks from getting suffrage. Furthermore, at the women's conventions black
women were barred from speaking. Sojourner Truth, a noted abolitionist, had
to fight her way to the front and ask
poignantly "Ain't I a woman?" In their
efforts to gain equal rights for "women"
feminists deliberately ignored black
women as a part of this.
Dr. Hudson-Weems also pointed out
that feminist doctrine does not traditionally identify other factors that oppress
different groups of women. Dr. HudsonWeem's theory of Africana Womanism
encompasses the advancement of black
women as well as that of black men.
When asked if her theory does not exset "womanist" on p€

What makes women doctors different?
by Erika Meischrod
It seems that the more prestigious a
field of study is, the harder it is for women

to succeed in it. This is quite true in
medical research and practice, as was
demonstrated time and again during the
"Challenges for Women in Medicine"
conference last weekend.
The conference started on Friday evening with a talk by Perri Klass about
what it was like to be a women, mother
and author as well as a doctor. Although
Dr. Mass described many difficult situations that arose from being pregnant or

"The more prestigious a field
of study is, the harder it is for
women to succeed in it."
having a small child during medical
school and residency, the picture she
painted wasn't too bad. She had a very
positive outlook on the possibilities for
women in medical fields despite the very
great challenges, which was rather reassuring. There was one topic which she

brought up which was echoed later in especially of her generation, bringdiffer- discrimination and "invisibility."
Dr. Conley recently took a courageous
the evening in a totally unrelated setting: ent experiences to the medical field than
whether female doctors provided a dif- do men, and this is probably reflected in stand against the complacency on the
ferent kind of care than male doctors. their manner.
part of the medical community toward
Apparently many patients (both male
Whether or not women doctors be- harassment, by threatening to resign if a
and female) feel more comfortable with have differently than do male doctors, man known to be a perpetrator of sexual
women and say that women doctors pay the reality in medicine is that they do not harassment was appointed to a high
more attention to the details that are so get the same opportunities as do men. position in the university. She blocked
important to the patient but which may On Saturday morning Frances Krauskopf
seem insignificant in a hospital setting. Conley, Class of 1962, in "Sex and Power
"Every time one woman is
Later in the evening I was speaking in Medicine," addressed issues of outlarassed, all other women[...|
with a neurologist who
right discrimination
had practised pediatrics "Many patients
and harassment against are told once again that they
in Rumania before movwomen.
ire second-class citizens."
ingtotheU.S.. In her own (both male and
Dr. Conley, a profeswords, she was old-fash- femal) feel more
sor of neurosurgery at
ioned. She strongly felt
Stanford University, the man's appointment. This brought up
that women should dedi- comfortable with
knows very well how the important issue of politics in the
cate their talents to fields
women are pushed workplace. As the Clarence Thomas
women [doctors].
of medicine where they
away from studying hearings showed, a large part of the
have more long term contact with pa- and practising medicine by the attitudes professional world wants to deny the
tients, such as primary care. Her attitude of their male colleagues. When she fin- importance of ethics in the employment
had hints of "a nice girl shouldn't bother ished her specialization she was one of of individuals. A person who is "otherwith the messiness of the emergency four women neurosurgeons in the world. wise qualified" but who is known to
room," but there was a progressive ele- It was obvious to her that women were- have less than adequate respect for other
ment to her thinking. Indeed, she felt that n't being actively recruited into any people (women) should not be hired for
women didn't need to prove themselves highly-specialized field of medicine. a given job. The problem of sexual harin "male" terms by showing how tough Those who actually made in those fields assment isn't an individual problem, but
they could be. It is true that women, had to put up with a lot of harassment.
see Women in medicine on p7

4^1 awrters explore the meaning of tr
word community ...see pages 8 and 9
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So men have always complained
about not being able to submit to The
College News. Here comes their chance.
In the true spirit of bi-college sharing,
we hereby announce that The Bi-College News and The College News have
merged into one, in that they have
become an insert in our paper. Hence,
you will be unable to find an issue of
The Bi-College News in the campus
center tomorrow. We trust that this
situation will promote sharing, dialogue and cooperation.
The Erdman News Office will be
placed for room draw and their equipment will be auctioned off to benefit
the Former Editors' Retirement Fund.
We, the editors of the new and
improved The College and That-othercollege News would also like to congratulate the Howl for another year of
hard work.
Good luck with room draw.
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They'll never call
us the nunnery
on the hill again!
Scenes from the spectacular Pallas Athena
dance.

Self-gratifying photo of the editors
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The deadline for the next issue ofThe College News is Friday, April 9, at
5p.m. Letters and articles should be left in front of our Denbigh office or
put in our mailbox (c-1716 ). All submissions should be on a Mac disk;
disks will be returned (we promise). We will accept articles written by
women and letters from men. All opinions expressed in articles and letters
are those of the authors only and are not representative of the opinions of
the Ed board. Come to the Thursday night meetings at 9:00 p.m., or call
one of the editors if you are interested in contributing to the news.
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE: The College News is a feminist
newsjournal which serves as a source of Information and
self-expression for the Bryn Mawr community. Recognizing that
feminism is a collective process, we attempt to explore issues of
interest to all women, both as members of this college and of the
larger world community. Through this continuing dialogue, we
*"« *° PIpmo** communication and understanding and to foster
self-confidence and independence in expression.

Pallas Athena, '93... a view from above
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Asian Americans aren 't a privileged niinority
by Joanne Ma
Recently Biyn Mawr students received
a copy of the following letter, written by
students associated with Bryn Mawr's
student group, Asian Students Association. The letter was drafted after several
discussions between members of Bryn
Mawr's ASA who wanted to continue a
dialogue with theadministration regarding Asian minority issues on campus.
The meeting will have administration
and students spokespersons but is open
to all students with a question and answer period at the end of the discussion.
The format of the meeting was designed
so that there was a clear agenda and
program to bo discussed yet leaving room
for wider student participation. The students of ASA who asked for the meeting
strongly encourage students and staff to
attend this meeting which is tentatively
scheduled for Tuesday, April 6. Please
watch for information about this meeting.
ASA also had 2 speakers come and talk
about minority education on Wednesday, March 30. Debby Wei, an educator
from the Philadelphia chapter of Asian
Americans United, gave a talk entitled

"Asian Americans and higher education
and the professional work force,"and
Bryn Mawr Professor Jean Wu spoke on
"Deconstructing the model-minority
myth: the Asian American in Philadelphia."
TO: President McPherson
FROM: Asian Students Association of
Bryn Mawr College
RE: Bryn Mawr's Policies & Attitudes
Concerning Asian Americans
DATE: March 22,1993
Since last fall, when Admissions neglected to include Asian Americans as
possible candidates for its newly formed
minority recruiting internship program,
ASA has been deeply concerned with
Bryn Mawr's policies and attitudes toward Asian Americans. When certain
members confronted Admissions on
their omission and asked that Asian
Americans be given the opportunity to
apply, they were told that an Asian
American intern was unnecessary since
Asian Americans are "o verrep resen ted"
at Bryn Mawr.
The Admissions' initial exclusion of
Asian Americans as well as its partial-

Dispel those myths!
Here are the facts

by AnissaCadar

MYTH: Asian/Pacific Americans are a fairly homogeneous group.
FACT: The Asian/Pacific American population is made up of persons from
over 20 countries, speaking over 100 languages and dialects, belonging to
10+ religions.
MYTH: Few Asian/Pacific Americans live in poverty.
FACT:
1. In 1990, the percentageof white families who lived below the poverty level
was 8.1%.
2. While the overall population average of Asian/Pacific Americans living
below the poverty level was 12.4%, this statistic differed greatly between
groups. Amongst 11 different groups, the percentage who lived below the
poverty level in the U.S. were:
Japanese: 6.6%
Hmong.65.5%
South Asian: 10.6%
Cambodian: 45.7%
Chinese: 133%
Samoan:25.5%
Hawaiian: 163%
Thai: 14.2%
Vietnamese: 33.5%
Korean: 12.5%
Laotian: 65.9%
Filipino: 6.9%
(source: Asian American Health Forum)
MYTH: Asian/Pacific Americans have a greater income than whites.
FACT: A statistic that is often used against Asian/ Pacific Americans is that
their median family income in 1990 was $42,250 while the median family
income of white families in 1990 was $36,920. BUT the 1990 census shows us
that the PER CAPITA income was $13,420 for Asian/ Pacific Americans and
$15,270 for the whites. How is this possible? The factors for this disparity are
that the Asian/Pacific American households tend to have more family
members and more persons working than a white family. That means that
the income must be spread out amongst more people than the income for the
average white family. 74% of Asian/ Pacific American households had 3 or
more earners in 1990, while 57% of white households had 3 or more earners,
(source: U.S. Gov't. Current Population Reports. Series P-20, Population
characteristics; no. 459.)
MYTH: Most Asian Americans live in the suburbs.
FACT: 26% of the white population lives inside central cities while almost
twice as many Asian/ Pacific Americans (45%) live in central cities,
(source: U.S. Gov't. Current Population JtepoTFs. Series P-20, Population
characteristics; no. 459.)
Here in Philadelphia alone there is a sizable population of South East
Asians (see above, for Hmong, Laotian, Cambodian, Vietnamese), who have
some of the highest poverty and school attrition rates. A large percentage of
them go to such high schools as: Fumess (25.7%), Kensington (102%),
Northeast (8.6%), Oiney (12.9%), South Philadelphia (173%), University
City High (9.1%), and George Washington (6.8%).
With this knowledge in mind, it would be immoral to claim that Asian/
Pacific Americans are the "model minority" overachievers that they are
stereotyped as. It is obvious that the umbrella term "Asian Americans"
covers a group that has vast diversity in terms of income, families living in
poverty, family structure, resources, English fluency and immigration reasons, to name a few. The "model minority" myth is a MYTH as it rejects the
existence of Asian/Pacific Americans who live under terrible handicaps and
have little access to institutions in this society (such as education) and
continue to be ignored when we speak of Asian/Pacific Americans as
having "made it".

lar response to students' efforts to obtain Asian American representation disturbed the organization and proved that
the special needs and interests of Asian
Americans were not just failing to be
met, but disregarded. Throughout the
year ASA members have engaged in
discussions pointing out the College's
need to reevaluate its perceptions and
consequent treatment of Asian Americans. Although ASA representatives
were able to voice some concerns during the "Taylor Group" meetings, we
feel that a separate forum is needed in
order to fully address specific issues
regarding Asian Americans.
Thus, on February 24, ASA unanimously voted to request that a meeting
be arranged by April 5 with yourself,
Joyce Miller, Nancy Monnich, Karen
Tidmarsh, and Elizabeth Vermey to
address the following issues:
Admissions' Policies on Asian Americans
_
Asian Americans are presently not considered minorities, therefore, they are
denied special considerations in the
Admissions and Fina ncial Aid processes
as well as in programs to encourage racial minority students to go to graduate
school and to teach. However, the College does include Asian Americans in
its minority statistic of which the Asian
Americans comprise a significant percentage. ASA feels that Bryn Mawr
needs to rectify the inconsistency and
proposes that if certain Asian American
groups remain excluded from minority
considerations then Asian Americans
should not be included in the College's
minority figure. *
Diversity Within Asian Americans
ASA strongly urges Bryn Mawr to recognize the many diverse Asian ethnicities that are included in the term Asian
American. Bryn Mawr's Asian Ameri-

can population does not fully reflect
the diversity and complexity of the
Asian American experience, thus, ASA
proposes that the College makes efforts
to recruit those ethnic groups that are
underrepresented and not represented
at all. (Not surprisingly, these groups
are often new immigrants and have financial need, thus financial aid policies
should be revised to reflect this situation in their recruitment)
ASA would have hoped to have seen
the College take the lead in devaluating and redefining policies that are
presently contradictory. Since the College has not taken action, ASA feels
compelled to request a meeting. We
believe that Bryn Mawr has a responsibility to address her students' concerns
and to support their social and moral
consciousness. ASA looks forward to
hearing from you soon to initiate dialogue and change.
To arrange the meeting, please contact one of our co-Presidents, Anissa
Cadar (x7607) or Vivian Wong (x5649).
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,
Asian Students Association of
Bryn Mawr College
cc Joyce Miller
Nancy Monnich
Karen Tidmarsh
Elizabeth Vermey

* In previous meetings we have requested
financial aid statistics pertaining to Bryn
Mawr's Asian American students. These
statistics have not yet been made available to us and we would appreciate it if
they were provided at least four days
before the meeting.

The model-minority myth
persists at Bryn Mawr
continued from pi
coming very successful" implies a dismost noticed during the Gulf War), we turbing trend. One would think that one
may know that many schools are trying would try to increase or at least maintain
to keep Asians out of their schools be- the kind of support that could help atcause there are "too many of them." How tract minority students, not cut off supmany people know that within the Asian port when it seemed to be working. Or
community there are very strong ten- are we just looking to fill quotas so we
sions between socio-economic/cultural can keep everyone happy? If Native
groups? That many families are not Americans were ever to become "overupper-class or middle-class? That many represented," would we take away their
Asians are illiterate in both their native financial protection? Is it just when it is
and English languages? That Asian relatively cheap (and good publicity) that
women face strong sexism from their we say we support minorities? Is our
native and American cultures? Many college's view of "minority " only that
Asian American communities are poor the numbers of a group aren't high
and extremely alienated from main- enough this year?
stream American society, used as cheap
There is more to being a minority than
and sometimes illegal labour, and living under-representation on campus. Underin squalid conditions in the
representation of minorChinatowns, Korea towns
"If Asians are the
ity students is a chronic
and refugee communities. model minority where problem at Bryn Mawr;
If Asians are the model
however, what happens
minority where are our are our Asian Ameri- when the day comes that
Asian American politi- can politicians? Art- the numbers of visible micians? Artists? Bryn Mawr ists? BMC faculty?" nority students fits or surfaculty? Far from being
passes national minority
some sort of power elite, Asian Ameri- statistics? Is that when we say, there is no
cans are still trying very hard to make more racism in the United States, theretheir way into American society. If Bryn fore we do not need to support minoriMawr really wants to support her "sis- ties anymore? I think that our college has
ters" as much as she says she does, she to develop a more sophisticated and longought to put her money w here her mouth term look at minority issues on this
is. (Perhaps we're all a little misinformed campus. Saying that supporting Asian
and believe the model minority myth Americans means taking away from
because we do not know anything fac- African Americans, Latinas and Native
tual about Asian Americans. Maybe some Americans is not acceptable and will
of the administration should take our one (hopefully) not succeed in dividing
course on Asian Americans.)
rnihority groups. Saying we have a
Besides the fact that the school seems commitment to pluralism workshops and
to operate on the basis of the model "diversity" is not enough either. If s time
minority myth, the fact that Bryn Mawr that Bryn Mawr made clear its commitwould use this stereotype to penalize ment to the ideals of empowerment and
Asian Americans for supposedly "be- multiculturalism.
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NAFTA NAFTA NAFTA NAFTA
Free trade is a guise for old-style exploitation
by Meg Green
The North American Free Trade Agreements (NAFTA) is a corporate document
which opens the entire continent to cooperate in exploitation. The goal of
making the market run more efficiently
is achieved at a cost to the individual.
Employment, workand safety standards
and environmental legislation will be
threatened by competitive interests.
The means of creating a free trade zone
compromise legislative power on all
levels, as NAFTA will take precedence
over single state legislation. State sovereignty will also suffer from council decisions on free trade—rendering central
government decisions ineffectual.
A few facts ought to be considered:
Environment
Although Mexico has on record progressive environmental protection legislation, the economic means of enforcement are unavailable. NAFTA will not
help. Corporations forming the legislation and council for NAFTA depend on
these standards to remain unenforced in
order to obtain higher profits. Mexico
will not endanger its potential tie to
development in order to better protect its
citizens. There are no provisions for cleaning up the existing or future damages
brought about by industry in Mexico.
Another aspect of environmental concern and free trade concerns the ability to
challenge legislation in the interests of
keeping the market open. Basically, pollution standards and labeling laws (hazardous wastes and emissions for example) could be challenged as impediments to free trade.

The goods produced under weaker or
unenforced laws, would be competing
with goods made under conditions not
eminently threatening to life itself, undermining standards already in place
that make safe goods more expensive.
Labor laws
Similar to the undermining of environmental standards, labor codes of
safety and minimum wage would be up
for re-evaluation of efficiency. Currently
in the Maquiladora zone, laborers are
working for $3-4/day. Meanwhile, the
proponents for NAFTA are asserting that
U.S. labor is only under threat because it
"is too expensive."
Assuming that U.S. jobs are not threatened by NAFTA is assuming that competition with a labor force increasing by
one million each year for the next twenty
years and willing to work under poor
conditions for lower wages will not sway
businesses from U.S. locations. After all,
that local basis of support is so very
important; MNCs (Multi National Corporations) are such touchy-feely creatures!
In truth, a newspaper poll from the
first week in March cites that almost half
of the business asked to respond, stated
that they would, post-NAFTA, shift
production into Mexico.
Of course, this does leave the U.S. with
high-skill jobs.... Now if only education
and technical training were available to
bring the U.S. labor force up to high-skill
positions. Job retraining is not a required
step in fleeing corporate notification and
planning and according to an AFL-CIO
number-cruncher, programs initiated by
larger corporations are often ineffectual

when existent.
This job competition initially sets the
three states into labor conflict—direct
competition for a paycheck. This makes
unity of the labor movement improbable. Adding that in the U.S. our unionized labor comes up to about 16% total
(11% when government jobs aren't
counted) the chances of getting tri-state
codes and wages sags underthe pressure
of divided-and-conquered.
Labor holds significance beyond those
poor guys in the street asking to exchange work for food. Without work,
there can be no tax revenue, and without
a tax base, publicly funded and subsidized programs are cut.
To appreciate the danger of this: a
glimpse at the Canadian system of higher
education. As we debate, college tuition
is taking the possibility of education out
of the picture for some students. This
holds true for Canadian programs, from
building to some medical care. (The
Canadian Free Trade Acts went through
in 89).
Business
The theory that NAFTA will bring development to Mexico and allow for the
emergence of a middle (consuming) class
must answer some basic questions, before it is simply accepted. First, how will
a middle class develop while earning too
little to eat, much less be consumers of
U.S. products? The Ford principle (that
every one of his workers could afford to
drive a Ford car) isn't being applied, and
with so many workers, so little wage and
U.S.-produced goods more expensive, it
can'tbeexpected that NAFTA will transform the Mexican worker into a con-

sumer.
U.S. business will hurt now, and as our
consumers loose their jobs (and their
ability to spend) U.S. business will continue to hurt.
As well, there are key industries which
will suffer across the board. U.S. fruit
and agriculture stand no chance against
a climate conducive to year-round production. Mexican grain is produced on a
base that cannot com pete withU.S. largescale production. This "more efficient"
market comes at a clear price, and we
will pay that price on an individual level.
Development
Mexico perceives, at some level, that
NAFTA will be a key to development.
Looking at the type of development offered by NAFTA, it becomes clear that
the Mexican state will be undeniably tied
to the economic state of the U.S. Is this
healthy for Mexico?
Proponents of NAFTA, who are not
corporate-lifers, seem to be confusing
short-term and long-term benefits. Shortterm, Mexico will experience an influx of
manufacturing work. But the wage and
terms will not sustain a healthy economy. Those who will benefit in Mexico
are those who already have an established base, the upper economic level.
Expanding trade and relations with
Mexico (and the others sentenced to the
U.S. backyard) will be important facet of
U.S. foreign policy in the next era. However, we must approach our new stage of
relations with care and a genuine commitment to betterment. We cannot afford to simply carry on the old-style
exploitation under the guise of new trade
mechanisms.

from The Overseas Development Network
Whether you're a self-ordained cyclist or not, if you've ever had the insane
desire to bike across the country, here's your chance. Women are coming together this summer from all over the world to pedal from Portland, OR to
Washington, DC—3600 miles—as part of Bike-Aid '93. Leaving Portland on
June 16 and arriving in DC on August 20, the women's route will give
women a chance to: bond with other women riders who share a strong interest in women's rights, meet with community groups and AIDS activists
involved with grassroots organizing, and see the United States up close and
personal.
Since 1986, over 600 cyclists have biked from coast to coast and have raised
over $800,000 forcommunity-initiated developemtn projectsboth in the U.S.
and in the third world. Trhough sponsorships, riders help Bike-Aid fund
such initiatives as a women's sewing collective in Chile, a small poultry farm
started by a group of women in Zimbabwe, the Homeless Garden Project in
Santa Cruz, or the LEarning Tree, and alternative learning group for "at risk"
youth in Springfield, Massachusetts.
While Bike-Aid has historically co-ed—and still is, for routes leaving from
Los Angeles, San Franscisco, Seattle, Montreal and Brownsville, TX—this
year's women's route grew out of Bike-Aid's long-held belief that women's
empowerment is key to global development and social change. "We wanted
to create a space where women would feel comfortable dicussing issues
specific to them," says Bike-Aid coordinator Joy Jacobson.
This year, Bike Aid's special focus is"AIDS/HIV:A Global Developement
Crisis." During the ride, Bike-Aid cyclists will meet community organizers
who work locally on all aspects of AIDS. Given that globally 40% of those
infected with HIV are women adn that women make up the fastest-growing
HPV-positive group in the U.S., Bike-Aid's women's route will bring attention and visibility to the largely neglected issue of how HIV and AIDS affect
women worldwide, and how the pandemic is linked to larger issues of
gender inequality and poverty. "The women's route and the AIDS theme
can only enhance each other," predicts Jacobson.
Now is the time to get it in gear and sign up for Bike-Aid '93—whether for
the Portland route open only to women, or for the five other co-ed routes. So
if you would like more information or an application, please write Bike-Aid
at 333 Valencia Street, Suite 330 San Francisco, CA 94103 or call the office at
(415)431-4480. Bike-Aid accepts applications on a first-come, first-serve
basis.

NAFTA NAFTA NAFTA NAFTA
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NAFTA NAFTA NAFTA NAFTA
Mexico must protect its interests in NAFTA
northern neighbor with suspicion and
historically justifiable rancor. This dates
Now that the^ North American Free back to the war in which Mexico lost
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is on its way what is now the South Western United
to becoming a reality, it seems essential States (Texas, California, Colorado...).
The U.S. also has a history of interferthat Canada, the United States and
Mexico get to know each other better. ence in Mexican affairs. An example of
This includes dispelling myths and stere- this would be the kidnapping of Dr.
otypesand making betteruseofourcom- Alvarez Machain in the 80's by DEA
parative advantages, especially when agents. He was brought to the U.S. and
dealing with Mexico, as we still clearly charged with murder even though he
are an underdeveloped nation.
allegedly committed the crime in Mexico
For starters, we don't all wear sombre- and was a Mexican citizen. Last year, the
Supreme Court ruled
ros to workeveryday,donthat nothing in the
keys are no longer the pri- "Pobre Mexico, tan
Constitution
mary means of transporlejos de Dios, tan cerca American
prevented such actions.
tation, and cactus' are seldom available for occa- de los Estados Unidos" Therefore, the prisoner
was tried in the U.S., and
sional siestas.
eventually acquitted for
The general perception
Porfirio Diaz .
lack of evidence. It took
of Mexico as a hub of cheap
long and delicate negounproductive labor and
tiations to grant the
environmental disaster is
not entirely true. Although pollution in Doctor permission to return to his native
Mexico City has reached alarming levels, land, and still the Supreme Court demany of thecountry'sfactoriesare among manded that he be tried a second time in
the most productive in the world and Mexico.
meet every environmental regulation.
Notwithstanding our past differences,
Even though the country still copes Mexicans are beginning to think of the
with many problems, Mexico began U.S. as a positive economic influence, a
tremendous economic, political, and trade partner, and overall a more friendly
social change in the early Sffs. For one neighbor. The U.S., for its part, after the
thing, the State went from a closed and "lost decade" of Mexico's debt crisis and
subsidized economy to one with more galloping inflation, has understood that
participation in global affairs. Since the the two economies are closely interrebeginning of thisdecade, Mexican super- lated and that any event south of the
markets have been stocked with Ameri- border will inevitably influence millions
can goods, a variety of foreign cars are of American citizens (because of immiavailable, and local businesses have gration, Mexican imports, political instamanifested a strong interest in invest- bility...).
ment abroad. This has had a profound
Today, there is a greater mutual reeffect on the U.S. and our bilateral rela- spect and interest in promoting economic
growth. However, Mexico is, of course,
tions.
Mexicans have always viewed their still a developing country. This means
by Tamara Rozental

Overseas Development Network
NAFTA Awareness Week
Sunday April 4,1993—11:00 am brunch at Bryn Mawr in the Dorothy
Vernon Room at Haffner with tzvo special guests. A representative from the
Friends for Farm Workers in Philadelphia will discuss their upcoming educational project withMujeres. Sandi Funk, director of the Original Women's
Network in Canada will also be present to network with all those interested
in indigenous women's issues. This forum provides us with a great informal
setting to discuss the impact of NAFTA on both U.S. farmworkers and indigenous peoples. All students are invited to attend!
Monday April 5,1993—Panel discussion at Bryn Mawr to discuss
the impact of a free trade agreement on women and indigenous
communities. Our special guest speakers will be Sandi Funk, director of the Original Women's Network based in Winnipeg, Manitoba
(Canada), and Mr. L. Rodriguez of the American Friends Service
Committee's Maquiladora Project. Refreshments will be served!
Thursday April 8,1993—From 4-6:00 pm at the Bryn Mawr room in
the Haverford D.C. we will discuss the pro-NAFTA economic/
historical perspective. Refreshments will also be served, so come and
enjoy.

that, although we are slowly approach- dom of the press still leaves much to be
ing the international definition of devel- desired since the government resorts to
opment (our per capita income is now censorship when criticism gets out of
US$5,000), we are still one fifth the size of hand. In the recent past, opposition leadthe United States. Thus, it is unreason- ers and the press have been warned to
able to expect Mexico to meet standards stop publishing their work and "advised"
identical to those in the U.S. or Canada. to lay low. These are only a few examples
This applies to environmental, labor, of an outdated political system in need of
health and educational fields.
modernization.
The country has a very long way to go;
Mexicans have a lot to learn from the
poverty, disease, illiteracy, and corrup- U.S. but Americans could also use Mextion must be dealt with before we can ico as a model for future reference espeachieve full development. Whereas cially in social welfare reform. SolidariAmerica's primary
dad, a program estabhealth concern centers "Poor Mexico, so far lished by President Salion AIDS, Mexico must
nas, enables people to
still eradicate cholera, from God, so close to obtain resources and
malaria, and other typiassistance for local projthe United States." ects
cal Third-World diswithout going
eases. We have made
through the bureaucratic
great strides but there is
process. They decide
Porfirio Diaz
much more to be done.
whether they want roads,
Despite Mexico's
schools, water, electricstrong commitment to development, we ity, etc., usetheirown labor, and the govare not trying to become just like our ernment provides funding and technical
northern neighbors. Mexican people have assistance. Programs like these rally the
a different culture and language that we people together and teach them not to
have kept for over 30 centuries. We do rely solely on government aid but to
not want modernization to come at the work for their own well-being. Ameriexpense of our national identity. Some cans who studied and observed our
private schools in Mexico have started to health care system (i.e. one of Bush's
celebrate Thanksgiving and piftatas rep- sons) have been amazed at how producresent Ninja Turtles and the Simpsons tive it is. Mexicans can obtain low cost
instead of the more traditional shapes. treatment at any social security hospital
This is precisely what we want to avoid. or clinic and every Mexican doctor is reMexicans are very proud of their heri- quired to fulfill a term at a public hospitage and history. Although we do want tal before moving into the private sector.
to improve and take advantage of techAll of these changes have been made
nological innovation, productivity in the to make Mexico a more modern state,
work place and other economic factors, one better able to compete in the internaour national identity must be preserved. tional scene.
On the political side, it is important to
Mexicans are convinced of a need for
note that Mexico has long been a democ- change and that is why NAFTA is so
racy, although, as is the casein)apanand important. NAFTA will accelerate the
Italy, one party (the PRI or Partido Revo- process by opening economic boundalucionario Institucional) has dominated ries, and making the country a more
elections for many decades. Political appealing place to set up new factories
stability has been profitable for the coun- and businesses.
try since it has avoided wasting scarce
From the American point of view, the
resources on military spending for both treaty would help to limit illegal immiinternal and extergration and force
nal uses, and has
"The success of [NAFTA] companies to be
created a solid ecomorecompetitive.
depends on a better under- A recent study innomic infrastructure.
that pharstanding by Americans and dicated
However, the
macological
system is in desper- Canadians of what Mexico is drugs produced
ate need of reform.
by the same comand wants to be"
Some efforts to
panies are a fifth
improve have been made, and recently, of the U.S. price south of the border. A
opposition parties (the PANand the PRD) free trade treaty would avoid such dishave held and won some elections. To- crepancies and would therefore be adday, threeout of 31 states are in the hands vantageous to the American people.
of the opposition.
Mexicans have a lot to contribute: reThe electoral system needs to be re- sources, raw material, productive labor,
formed so that candidates can be elected, music, art, and food.
without question as to the legitimacy of
It is in the spirit of mutual gain that
the process. The PRI was accused of Mexico embarks on the NAFTA exercise.
cheating during the 1988 presidential The success of the mission, however,
elections and several governors from that largely depends on a better understandsame party have had to resign because of ing by Americans and Canadians of what
rising accusations of electoral fraud. Free- Mexico is and wants to be.

Saturday April 10,1993—Come and use what you have learned
about NAFTA by participating in the World Game from 3:00-7:00 pm
at the Schwartz Gymnasium at Bryn Mawr. (O.D.N. is co-sponsoring
this event with the B.M.C. Greens and the Bryn Mawr Student Life
Office.)
Keep your eyes open all week for additional information concerning
all these events and take time to read the displays at both Haverford
and Bryn Mawr.

NAFTA NAFTA NAFTA NAFTA
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Lessons in conflict
management

by Moira Forbes

Sj learn to do in order to communicate effectively. We must always keep these
Race relations over the past decade things in the backs of our minds when we
and a half at Bryn Ma wr have followed a are discussing race, or any other perfive-year cycle: certain campus groups sonal, emotional issue on campus:
begin to feel more separated and ex- 1. LISTEN with an open mind. Hear
cluded, friction increases between all someone out before you form your regroups and the conflict becomes more sponse. Try and understand their point
emotional, until relations become ex- of view as you listen.
tremely polarized and communication is 2. RESPECT other people'sopinions. You
difficult. This tension builds for several may not agree or understand why someyears until there is a burst of protest and one feels a certain way, but everyone's
discussion (as happened in 1983 and opinion is important to them. You can try
1988), but a great lasting im provement in and change their mind, but you can't
dismiss someone's convictions.
the system is never achieved.
We are now approaching the climax of 3. THINK! Don't let yourself get drawn
this period for the third time. If we are to into an emotional dispute, or resort to
make lasting changesand break thiscycle stereotypes or labeling — it doesn't help
of temporary hope and returning disillu- us understand each other or work tosionment, we must learn to
gether. Try and think about
work together to find better
how yoMr actions and opinsolutions. Everyone here has
ions may be contributing
a stake jn the success of this
to the problem, and how
community: only unity on
you should change to conthis campus can bring effectribute to the solution. And
tive change.
think about all points of
The first step towards
view, to try and find the
working together is trying
common ground between
to understand each other.
them.
Clearly, the best way to
It is most important
understand someone else's
that people who feel that
views is to LISTEN to them.
they are being treated unIf you honestly try and see someone else's fairly be given a chance to express thempoint and you still disagree, that is fine. selves. They must be listened to, not inBut if you listen to them and they listen to terpreted through the cloaks of defenyou, and you try and understand each siveness and anger. It is less important to
other, you both may realize that there is try and determine the "real"objective
some common ground — the source of causes of someone's difficulties, than it is
compromise.
to try and determine why someone feels
We all come to Bryn Mawr with a a certain way, whether or not we agree
certain set of experiences which influ- with her assumptions. It is from this point
ence our opinions and shape ho w we see that we can take steps to decrease prejuthis world. To understand where some- dices and reassure people for the future.
one else is coming from, we must try and
In case you're wondering what "authink how they would see this situation, thority" I have to write this (and where I
what experiences they are drawing on, came up with all this stuff), I wrote a
and how they see their place in this fifteen-page paper on this topic past
community. No one can see the big pic- semester, and I've talked to dozens of
ture from their position alone: you have students and administrators. I've also
to put yourself in someone else's shoes taken Conflict & Conflict Management
and get a different perspective before and Ethnic Group Politics with Professor
you can get a complete look at a problem. Ross who gives us all the conflict manThere are certain things -that we can agement ideas.

'Try and think
about how
your actions
and opinions
may be contributing to
the problem"

Womanists of color are neglected
by the feminist movement
cntinued from pi
elude non-black women she responded a
resounding "No!" White women can
continue to call themselvesfeministsand
other groups of women could call themselves feminists or womanists according
to how they categorize themselves (ie.
European Womanist, Latina Womanist,
Asian Womanist, etc.). Different groups
of women have different understandings of what gender subordination means
(if they acknowledge any)
It is still possible for women to identify under the commonality of their gender. Dr. Hudson-Weems stressed that
she does not think that feminism is invalid, but that black women are tired of
waiting for their goals to be recognized
by the mainstream movement. Africana
Womanism is the result of black women
defining what role gender plays in their
own lives. While definitions of what
feminism encompasses has widened, the
changes are coming too slowly for black
women.
One of the philosophies that Africana
Womanism encompasses is the importance of family. There are radical feminists who view the family as the root of
sexism. Dr. Hudson-Weems strongly
disagrees with this for the family has
played a great role in the maintenance of
the African-American population. Her
definition of family is the traditional

model that includes a mother and father.
I disagree with her conservative stance
on this point for good families can have
different compositions. She also disagreed with feminist doctrine about a
woman needing "A Room of One's
Own." She cited Toni Morrison statement that she wrote her novels while at
home with her children and Janie
Crawford's life-long search for a black
man in Zora Neale Hurston's Their Eyes
Were Watching God. I would like to
point out that Janie Crawford was alone
at the end of this text for she could not
find a black man that accepted her desire
for equality. I will not deny that sexism
exists within African-American males,
but I will more readily align myself with
the Civil Rights Movement rather than
the women's Movement.
As Women's History Month comes to
an end on the Bryn Mawr campus I still
question whether this celebration has me
in mind. As I look at the feminist and
gender studies program at Bryn Mawr I
notice that the curriculum lacks classes
on women of color. Furthermore, the fact
that it is the Africana Studies Department and the Black Cultural Center that
sponsored Dr. Hudson-Weems makes
me still question whether the discussion
about women of color and their needs is
one that is still to a small limited discussion.

1993 New England BiacTcSiudents Conference enjoyed by
attending Mawrters
by Jennifer Wilks
The last weekend in February, four
Mawrtyrs, myself included, ventured to
Smith College for the 1993 New England
Black Students Conference. Tambudzai
Kamukosi '95, Karren Kimesera '951 /2,
Lourdesmarie Prophete '95, and I ('95)
hopped onto Amtrak and travelled to
Northampton, Massachusetts for three
days of speakers, workshops, and panel
discussions. The trip was sponsored by
SGA.
Begun five years ago by Smith College's Black Students Alliance, the annual conference brings together students
in order to "promote and encourage unity
within the Black community through

education, self-awareness, and spirituality." This year's approximately 100 participants hailed from Amherst, Bryn
Mawr, Mt. Holyoke, Smith, and Trinity
Colleges and Lincoln University, the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
and the United States Coast Guard Academy. In a departure from previous years,
the organizers expanded the focus of the
1993 conference to include students outside of New England.
The conference opened Friday afternoon with registration and a panel discussion on Black fraternities and sororities. Current members of undergraduate
chapters of Greek organizations as well
as members of alumni/alumnae chapters participated in the dialogue. The
panelists, who stressed the service and
community-building aspects of their organizations, shared their various reasons
for joining a fraternity or sorority. When
the floor was opened for discussion,
questions included the potentially exclusive nature of fraternities and sororities
and the supportive role that Greek organizations can play for students at predominantly white colleges and universities. The evening concluded with dinner
and a comedy show.
After breakfast, Saturday's events
began with three workshops, with topics
ranging from date rape and Black on
Black relationships to the growing mainstream appeal of hip-hop. The next session featured Dr. Kikanza Nuri Robins,
the founder of a corporate consulting
firm based in Los Angeles. Dr. Robins,
speaking on power and society, offered
an intriguing comment on the nature of

power: "Power does not corrupt; the fear
of powerlessness corrupts." She then
opened a discussion on means of selfempowerment.
We broke for lunch at noon. In some
respects, I considered lunch one of the
best parts of the conference. The informal, unstructured setting allowed us to
trade stories about life on our respective
campuses. We discussed race relations,
multicultural activities on campus, and
efforts to initiate change. Hearing from
other students definitely gave me a sense
of perspective about life at Bryn Mawr.
We reconvened later Saturday afternoon for the keynote speaker, Jawanza
Kunjufu, PhD. A Chicago-based author,
Dr. Kunjufu has written about Black
males in America and the need for development of positive self-images for Black
children. He touched upon several issues in his address, including the minority retention rate among colleges and
universities. Kunjufu possessed a quiet,
direct delivery peppered with attentiongetting statements.
Saturday closed with a semi-formal
dinner and dance. Sonia Sanchez, the
noted poet, author and educator, was the
guest of honor at the dinner. She delivered a moving speech which she interspersed with readings from her work.
With a powerful voice that belied her
small stature, Sanchez held the audience's
attention with poetry and prose alike.
Sanchez received a standing ovation at
the end of her speech.
The conference concluded Sunday
morning after brunch in the campus
center and a church service in Smith's
Helen Hills Chapel.
All in all, I enjoyed myself at the conference. "I thought the speakers were

excellent," said Tambudzai, adding "It
was really interesting meeting other black
students from predominantly white
schools and finding out about their experiences as minorities there." I share her
sentiment. It was a great opportunity to
meet students from other schools and to
learn what life is like on other campuses.
This was the first time Mawrtyrs attended the conference; however, judging from the enthusiastic response of
Tambudzai, it is unlikely to be the last.
"I'd love to go again next year," she said.
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So what is a McBride, anyway?

by Mary Green
We have come here from many walks
of life. We have come for many reasons,
and in this respect, McBrides are no different from the regular, traditional-age
students. We too are seeking a quality
education; and we too are interested in
carving out a future for ourselves, like
many other students at Bryn Ma wr. When
we first arrive, many of us
were excited at the same.
Some of us are filled with
certainty, confidence, and
serious expectations, while
others of us are doubtful,
lack confidence, and are
filled with anticipation. We
all hope we have made the
right decision in coming to
Bryn Mawr. Sometimes it
takes a while to find out.
It is not easy to be a McBride Scholar,
but nobody has said it would be easy;
they say instead that it is do-able. We are
told that Bryn Mawr has such a high
success rate with students because the
expectation is that they will succeed. The
reason that students do succeed is because of all the resources at their command and their willingness to make use
of what is available. It is challenge, they
say, but like other students, we welcome
the challenge. That challenge begins in
our first class, on the first day, with the
first professor we meet. But that is just
the first academic challenge, which is not
necessarily the first challenge we confront in coming to Bryn Mawr.
Some of us ha ve shared-family obligations, by which I mean that our education necessarily involves a partner and
children. Some of us are single parents
which again involves some other person
in our education. Some of us have our-

selves only; so our responsibilities vary
as do our support networks. Those of us
without family obligations and without
a ready-made support system must build
our own. The source is often other
McBrides, who meet each other first in
the McBride section of 015/016 English.
We all start out with the same dean,
Jean Wu, who must juggle the needs of
first-year McBrides, as well as the veteran McBrides who are still only provisionally matriculated. There are differences between the two groups of
McBrides.
First-year McBrides have a rigorous
schedule. Their day, (I call it that because
it is the one day that all the first-year
McBrides are on campus) looks like this:
Tuesday 11:00-12:30: Math Workshop, 24: English 015/016, 4:30-6:00: McBride
Seminar. I know that may
not seem like a whole lot
of classes, but Tuesdays
are a long day for many
McBrides, who, as commuters, cannot come for
the math workshop and
then go to a room of their
own to relax or study.
Many simply hang out in
the campus center or go
to the McBride Lounge or
the library. But most of them are here
from 11:00 A.M. to at least 6:00 P.M.
These hours do not reflect their traveling
time to and from Bryn Mawr. Some take
public transportation, some drive, some
come from as far away as Harrisburg. In
addition to the first-year Tuesday schedule, some first-year students take additional classes because the program is
designed to be self-paced. Additional
classes are necessary for those of us who
need to take student loans in order to pay
for our education, and there are quite a
few of us. Juggling time, however is a
part of the challenge that is Bryn Mawr.
I want to talk more about McBrides in
an upcoming article. I understand that
many students are curious and want to
know more. We do have a newsletter
that is published two or three times a
year and I invite the student body to read
it and ask us questions. We welcome
you, even as you have all welcomed us.

"Wie McBride
students] welcome you, even
as you have all
welcomed us."

Challenges for
Women in Medicine

crontinued from page 1
rather it perpetuates itself throughout
the ranks of a professional system. When
a doctor sees his superior pinch a
woman's buttocks, he is going to assume
that it is alright to do that and will probably engage in that behavior himself. Every
time one woman is harassed, all other
women lose because they are told once
again that they are second class citizens.
In the medical field this problem is enlarged by the stereotypes that have been
in place for so long, about women being
nurses or, "at best," pediatricians.
In this vicious circle women are lo *ing power constantly. They are forced
into taking certain roles in the medical
community so as not to disturb the status
quo too much. Then, those roles lose
whatever power they may have had
before women were placed there. Salaries and benefits are lower in femaledominated fields such as primary care,
and the possibilities for advancement
are lower as well.
The issue of power in terms of research
grants was discussed on Saturday afternoon by Marcia Angell, the executive
editor of the New England Journal of
Med icine, and Tracy Johnson, the project
manager of the Society for the Advancement of Women's Health Research. Both
Ms. Johnson and Dr. Angell stressed how
important it is for women to obtain research funds, because women tend to
stress the importance of women's medicine more than their male colleagues
would. For example, with the appointment of a woman to the head of the

National Institute of Health (NIH), the
amount of money given for the research
of women's health issues increased dramatically. Also, the number of women
receiving grants from the NIH increased.
Women doctors in general don't tend
to do as much research as do their male
counterparts, nor do they publish as
much (making it more difficult for women
to obtain promotions). This is partly
because men are usually giving out the
money, and studies have shown that they
are more likely to help out other men
than to help women. Dr. Angell cited
some information that showed that the
more powerful a male researcher is, the
less likely that his female proteges will
gain recognition, while an inverse situation occurs with men.
The fewer women there are in position
of power, the harder it is for women to
attain power. In medicineone of the main
obstacles is the stereotyping and the
assumptions that go on in the "old boy"
network. As Dr. Klass said, a doctor looks
a certain way, and a woman looks a
different way. There are expectations for
doctors, and being a women is not one of
them. Thus, visibility is a big problem,
and probably one of the greatest challenges for women pursuing a career in
medicine. As with any disenfranchised
group, women in medicine must break a
lot of rules before their identities can be
established. But from watching the
amazing women who spoke at the
"Challenges for Women in Medicine"
conference, one can see that the struggle
is worthwhile.
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Partners in the Commun:
The Campaign for Self Sufficiency:
working with women on welfare
education system, and the fact that massive
layoffs have left many destitute. While there
The Institute For The Study of Civic Values are those who get on welfare because the do
is a small office suite located in the Bailey not want to work, many are compelled to
Building at 12th and Chestnut in Center City. receive these benefits due to unforeseen and
The Institute is involved in various projects uncontrollable circumstances.
that develop community self-sufficiency and
The reality of living on welfare is far from
encourage individuals to con tribute t hei r part the view of someone living comfortably.
in our society.
Through working on this project we have
The project they are working on now is the strongly affirmed in our minds the realities of
Campaign for Self-Sufficiency. Our part in public assistance.
the campaign involves interviewing women
Mary, one of the women involved in the
who have completed or are
program has two children
about to complete the JOBS
and yet receives only $170
The reality of living per moth for food stamps and
program. This is a program
that helps those who have
$300 dollars per month for
on welfare is far
been long-term welfare remiscellaneous needs such as
removed from the
cipients to become self-suffithe rent, household bills, and
view of someone
cient by funding each parchildren's supplies. While
ticipant's two year education
living comfortably. she does receive a child supat the Community College of Through this project port check from her ex-husPhiladelphia.
band of $200 / month, it is sent
we have strongly
The program also entails
directly to the welfare office
rigorous skills training and a affirmed the realities and she only gets $50 a
support network that will
of public assistance month. This procedure is
hopefully make it more plaustandard no matter how
sible for people to reach this
many children a woman has.
goal. While participants of the program have
The welfare system is one that inherently
been a success, there has been limited access creates a sense of dependency on the recipito this program due to federal and state bu- ent. If the recipient obtains a job the amount
reaucracy.
of her payments is immediately reduced. As
Our role through the Partners in the Com- manypeopleon welfareonlyhavebasicskills,
munity Project has been to compile inter- it is improbable that a minimum wage job at
views with program participants into a re- McDonald's can provide one's basic needs.
port that will be presented to the legislature
Furthermore, the welfare system does not
in hopes of increasing their funding towards provide any training program to give its
this project.
recipients further job skills. The campaign for
We ask questions that try to get at what a self-sufficiency works because it provides
woman's welfare experience has been like. these single parents an opportunity to get on
We also ask what they have liked about the their own two feet.
current JOBS program they are in or have just
There are those who might say that the
completed, as well as what they have dis- welfare system should be scraped altogether.
liked. Ideally this wealth of personal knowl- In any capitalist society there are going to be
edge and experiences will be considered when those who are less capable of providing for
federal assistance programs are reformed.
themselves than others.
The process of interviewing these women
In addition the cyclical fluctuation of our
has been a challenging one. We are faced economy means that some people who were
with a reality that can, at times, be far re- doing well ten years ago might not be doing
moved from our daily existence at Bryn Mawr well today.
College.
Lastly there are simply not as many jobs to
The stereotypical image of a person on go around for those who need them. It is for
welfare is an African-American women who these reasons that a reformed welfare system
continues to have children in order to live off is needed. If we as a society do not find a way
welfare and receive more benefits. This to provide the needs of the destitute, then this
woman does not want to work and is getting population will only grow and eventually
by adequately from the sweat of hard-work- our society will be worse off.
ing American tax payers.
The Campaign for Self Sufficiency works
But who is really on welfare? It is true that because it provides long term training to
64.6% of welfare recipients in the city of those who want to become self-sufficient.
Philadelphia are African-American, but 18.7% While it does cost a lot of money, it is benefiare White and 11.7% are Latino. Hiding cial in the long run because the people who
behind these statistics is the racist nature of come out of it have the training and confiour society, the inequality in our public dence to stay off welfare.

Partners in the
what is it a

by Emily Bast

by Gina Long & Rachel Jean-Baptiste

Oh no. Here it comes, another community
Service article.
Yet another call to action—and this time
t's a whole centerspread. Already, I am beginning to inventory my schedule and comng up with a huge time deficit. Tired, cranky,
werworked and doing time in the ivory
ower, we all know that the "real" world is in
lire need of energy, advocacy and action, but
»me up short as to how to do everything at
>nce.
Along with Eighth Dimension and Owl's
Wing, Partners in Community offers a strucured, very very satisfying way to become
nvolved with Philadelphia organizationsand
vith a network of Bryn Mawr's active, up)ity women (and male social work graduate
rudents).
What Partners is about is setting up teams

The Greater Philadelphia Women's 1
by Michele Drivon
At the Greater Philadelphia Women's
Medical Fund we provide interest-free loans
to women seeking abortions.
But not everyone who calls us receives a
loan: first preference goes to teenagers, then
women with health and medical problems,
women with HIV, and women in otherwise
extenuating circumstances. More than half of
the 1800 women helped since the Fund's
inception in 1985 were teenagers.
Some tell their parents, who are supportive and may even call on their behalf; some
have families who threaten to and do throw
them out; some have mothers who are home-

Sometimes the "guy," we call
the father of the pregnancy, is
a husband, a serious boyfriend,
a one-night stand, a father, a
stranger, the drugdealer on the
corner.
less crack addicts.
They may live with a grandmother, aunt,
sister, friend, boyfriend, or with their own
children. Sometimes the "guy," as we call the
father of the pregnancy, is a husband, a seri-

ous boyfriend, a one-night stand, a father, a
stranger, the drug-dealer on the comer. (Just
to clarify, all these possibilities are real, and I
myself have talked to girls and women
in every situation except for
incest, which as we know
is horrifyingly hidden—
and I've only been
there a semester.)
He may be in
complete agreement with her desire to abort, he
may give her
money, he may
break up with her
because she got
pregnant (duh,
how could she do
such a thing?), he
may withhold money
he promised to give her
because now she refuses to
have sex with him (that was a
16-year-old).
I've
spoken to a woman with a failed tubal litiga
tion, a rape survivor, a woman in a homeles
shelter; I've heard of others, including
woman with a five-month old baby who w.'
five months pregnant—and tested posith
for HIV; a woman who couldn't claim a mec

The Frankford Human Relations Coalition: playing with children of different racial backgrounds
by Chizoma O. Ihekere

To get to Frankford, it is necessary to take
the R5 all the way to Suburban Street Station.
My involvement in The Partners in Com- This part of the journey is usually a piece of
munity Program has allowed me to be a proverbial cake.
volunteer at the Frankford Human Relations
The next part of the journey requires that
Coalition in Frankford, which is a small part one take the Market/Frankford line all the
of Northern Philadelphia.
way to the Margaret Orthodox stop which is
The Coalition seeks to better relations be- the next to last stop on the Blue Line. The
tween various racial groups
people who ride the blue
as well as to alleviate existline are a lot more diverse
ing pressures in the com- The Coalition seeks to
than just the Main Line
munity between its various better relations between WASPs who ride the R5.
members. The Coalition various racial groups as Every time I make the seccame into existence as an
ond part of the journey to
well as to alleviate
"answer" to racially related
the church, I realize how
acts of violence and preju- existing pressures in the much of Philly I had never
dice in this particular sec- communityJ between its really seen until I began to
tion of the city.
.
,
go to Frankford.
My-work-withtheCoavarious members.
As I walk the few blocks
lition has been a learning
from the train station to the
experience from the \-ery beginning. The church, all of a sudden, I feel like I'm really
educating begins for me every time I make In the city," surrounded by people of all
the trip to the church.
races, going on about the business of every-

>-

unreal, compared to the world of some of
day life which in essence is survival.
My activities with the Coalition have given these children are used to. Somehow, I know
me the opportunity to help with the after that it is important for these kids to know me;
school program that is held in the church even if if s just for them to be able to say, "I
know someone
where theorfices
in college," and
are located.
Surprisingly, I enjoy playing Go-Fish, perhaps want
The
after
school program Air Basketball, and Spell-o-Saurus with to go to college
one
has given me a
the kids and listening to their childish themselves
day.
chance to be
jokes and riddles.
S
o
around many
somehow, I
children of different racial backgrounds and different ages truly believe that I have become a sort of
(6-13). Racial prejudices begin at a very early "Partner" in the Frankford community. The
age. It is extremely interesting to be in an en- goals of the Coalition have become my goals
vironment that allows small children to get and I feel that in some small way, I am doing
past these prejudices that they may or may something to reach them.
I highly recommend that women of the
not have picked up during their short lives,
BMC community lend themselves to this
and interact with each other.
Surprisingly, I enjoy playing Oa^Rsh, Air project It is a healthy reminder that BMC is
Basketball, and Spell-O-Saurus with the kids nowhere near the real world, as well as an
and listening to their childish jokes and excellent chance to help others who will
riddles; all of* sudden Bryn Mawr seems so greatly appreciate it.
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Ity put hands to the task
community:
11 about?

of students with community organizations
making a commitment to a few hours ever)
week, and working as a group both on anc
off the project site. This arrangement is prettj
happening because having team member
gets you out of bed on blizzardy mornings
plus introduces you to new Mawrtyrs even social work students (who are verj
sxciting).
Oops. I am beginning to use the commuj
nity service words that can make people':
eyes glaze over. Partners In Community real 1;
Is (dare I say) extraordinarily rewarding, anc
offers a structured, very supportive approacl
to working beyond Bryn Mawr that looks a
:he issues and concerns we bring to our worl
is activists and individuals.
It really is just so exciting. We are begin
ling to organize for next semester, so pleas*
»me by the organizational meeting (see box
o see what's up.

CLEAN
NEEDLES
SAVE
LIVES
ft

H
S-§) ¥QJi CAN STOP AIDS
{3
DO NOT SHARE
3j NEEDLES, COOKERS
Ji WATER.OR COTTON

IF YOU MUST SHARE
A NEEDLE
:ARN TO PROTECT
YOURSELF

edical Fund: providing abortions
:al emergency because she was only schizo- of payments due are more likely to be hidden
>hrenic, not suicidal, and a girl who had to in the trash than returned.
Then again, other women are so thankful
KJITOW used pads from a friend to hide her
pregnancy from her mother's wrath.
But all these are women
And though it may seem like
we've helped—then there
merely a band-aid to the
are those who fall
gaping
wound of cultural
through the cracks.
It is so hard to tell
values and legal stipulations
someone that we
that make so difficult a
can't help her, bewoman's
freedom to determine
cause
she's
twenty, healthy,
the course of her own life, I
gets $102.50 evthink I am making a difference.
ery week from
welfare, and
wasn't raped.
for the Fund that they volunteer their time to
For a help other girls and women just as they were
IS ■ V * V/ SfB
reference point, helped.
"*/
abortions
perOverall, I love working at the Fund.
formed in the first
I feel that while NARAL and the Fund
twelve weeks cost $290, itself work to raise support for changes in
$250 if you're on Medical abortion regulations, I'm doing my part in
Assistance.
the efforts that help women right now.
The Fund works with several clinics
And though it may seem like merely a
land doctors who offer discounts to women Band-Aid to the gaping wound of cultural
who receive aid through the Fund. But money values and legal stipulations that make so
is limited.
difficult a woman's freedom todetermine the
Most women don't pay back their full course of her own life, I think I'm making a
loan: abortions are the kinds of things most difference.
people want to forget about, and reminders
And that feels good.

Partners in Community will be holding an
organizational and recruiting meeting on Wednesday,
April 14th between 6:30 and 7:30 pm in CC 210. Everyone interested in participating in Partners next
1 year is invited to come and talk to current participants about their experiences. Partners in Community is coordinated
by Catherine Heymsfeld of the Graduate (School of
(Social Work and by Joyce Miller, Dinector of the
Office of Institutional Diversity, and is'funded \>y a
grant from 3M Foundation <, ". .

Prevention Point Philadelphia: standing on
a street corner and giving out needles
the interaction along the line.
As students, we all expressed some concern about being accepted by the users of the
exchange. It is clear that some of the users are
Our typical Saturday mornings this semes- aware of our varying levels of knowledge
ter consist of handing condoms, cookers, about addiction and street life. Nonetheless,
cotton, and clean needles to IV drug users in we have all felt acceptance of our presence
both as individuals and as workers with the
North Philadelphia.
This volunteer experience with Prevention exchange.
Part of the strategy to implement this relaPoint Philadelphia was organized through
the new Partners in Community Project. In tionship involved finding areas where users
would have easy access to
the process, we've learned a
services outside of the solot about basic human interaction, TB, group process,
Needles provided by cial service.
we workon
Philadelphia, each other, the
Prevention Point are aConsequently,
vacant
street
comer
rather
reality of addiction and ourbanded with markers, than in an office. It is also
selves.
and the group tracks important that the service
Saturday mornings we
emphasizes the day to day
travel into the Kensinigton
the number and
needs of the users, rather
area from 10:30 to 1230 to
than the moral perspective
meet with the staff and other percentage of needles
that are returned. We of the service providers.
volunteers of Prevention
And, most importantly, it
Point Philadelphia and work currenUy see between
works.
at the needle exchange site
65-75% return of our
Prevention Point's work to
on a vacant corner. We set
needles...
provide a user friendly
out supplies on a folding
service has allowed us to
table, and users of the exsee through many of the
change line up for the servcommon
stereotypical
views of IV drug usices provided. In addition to providing supplies for safer sex and clean needle use, there ers.
N drug users come in all colors, (most of
is a medical resident on site to provide basic
the people at the exchange are white), both
services, referrals and medical advice.
Two social workers from the city health sexes, varying backgrounds and income levdepartment are on hand with information els. Some of the people using the exchange
about drug detox and treatment programs. hold jobs, have families and relationships,
We will soon begin TB testing on site. Infor- and carry on a regular existence outside of
mation about AIDS and HP*' prevention is their addiction. This is not to discount the
material and social cost of addiction. But it
provided.
Dirty needles are collected in medical does highlight that addicts are not just blank
containers and clean needles are exchanged. faced men sleeping on subway grates.
Needles provided by Prevention Point are
All of the volunteers and staff have experibanded with markers, and the group tracks enced questions about the need for needle
the number and percentage of needles that exchange. Many people believe that needle
are returned. We currently see between 65- exchanges promote drug use. For most people
75% return of our needles, which is an excel- working with a needle exchange, top issues
lent rate of return.
are preventing the spread of HP/ and insurPrevention Point has been at the Kensing- ing the health of HP/ drug users. Providing
ton site of 16 months, and recently estab- clean needles reduces the risk of HP/ infeclished a second site off Broad and Girard tion. A1991 Yale University study of the New
Streets.
Haven, Connecticut program showed that
One of the most striking things that we the availability of clean needles through the
have noticed is that staff and volunteers at exchange program reduced the rate of new
Prevention Point work very hard not to dif- HIV infections by 33%.
ferentiate between themselves and the users
Furthermore, needle exchanges act as a
of the exchange. Users of the exchange seem bridge to drug treatment programs. At the
comfortable bantering and joking with vol- Prevention Point site, social workers are
unteers, as well as expressing their needs. available to refer people to detox and treatThis has affected the way we approach our ment, explain how programs work, and aswork As one student said, "I forget that they sist exchangers in considering drug treatment options.
are addicts."
Prevention Point is working with drug
The exchangers also seem very interested
in the well being of the volunteers. On a treatment centers to arrange to have a space
recent very muddy day, several exchangers available immediately for users of the exasked staff not to walk through the mud to change.
The Philadelphia Health Department and
come and talk to them further down the line.
They wanted to make sure that we didn't Mayor Rendell are both advocates for Prehave to stand outside with cold and muddy vention Point Philadelphia.
Please attend our meeting on April 14th.
feet. Friendships seem to slowlygrowthrough

by Emily Bass, Marlies Bull, Arwyn Elden
(School of Social Work, SW), Georgette
Hogan, Diane Swartwood (SW)
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The Owl's Wing Series:
how and why 23 bi-college students
spent their spring break building houses
getting a house. Now we're going to be
just like everybody else." It made me
This last spring break 23 students from start thinking about how I take things,
the bi-co community spent their spring like a home, for granted.
It was wonderful to feel that I made a
break building homes for low-income
difference in these people's livesby buildfamilies.
A group of 11 students went to Lyn- ing a home which had both indoor plumbchburg, Virginia and another group of 12 ing and electricity, an uncommon find in
students went to an area called Almost this county.
Although I don't want to sound deHeaven in West Virginia. Both groups
worked with Habitat for Humanity, an rogatory, when I cameback to Bryn Ma wr
organization which builds low-cost, low- it bothered me to hear people worried
about getting a sunny single with a firemaintenance homes for the poor.
In West Virginia we stayed at a volun- place and window seat for next year.
I got just as much out of the experiteer/community center along with 5
students from Perm State, 18 from Cedar ence as the person who was going to
Crest College and 4 from Rye Country move into the home.
As Anya Lawler pointed out "I was
Day School.
Each morning we would pick a site doing a lot for myself, not just to help the
from a list of 8 different choices. There people there." Many people broke down
were 2 new houses that were being built the stereotypes they had of "hicks" and
and 6 renovation typeprojects. One house of poor people.
Co-chair Jonathan Fell (HC'93) found
that I got to work on was the Youth
House, a home that has been built com- that he could actually have quite a bit in
common with a woman who had three
pletely by people under the age of 21.
It was amazing to see that so many Elvis clocks and a velvet painting on her
young people were able to make a sturdy wall.
home for a family in need.
HOAP, a part of 8th Dimension, makes
The HOAPparticipantsall learned new an effort to choose sites around the USskills during the week including putting Previous trips have included South Caroup vinyl siding, spackling, tiling, ham- lina, Maryland, New York and of course
mering, using power tools, installing this year we also had a trip to Virginia
electrical work, drywalling, insulating, and one to West Virginia. Potential sites
digging a proper ditch and putting up for next year include Georgia and North
tresses.
Carolina.
We received an overwhelming reThe trip, as many people brought up,
was a great way to meet people from the sponse from students to get involved
bi-co community "outside the context of this year. Unfortunately because of a tight
the class room," said Anya Lawler '95. budget we had to turn many people away.
Next year, however
We were able to get
to know people in the "We're getting a house. Now we're we would like to get
everyone involved
community with
going to be like everybody else."
who is interested by
similar interests that
beginning fund raiswe never would have
been able to meet otherwise. An inten- ing early on.
sive week with people from the bi-co
Come out and get involved next year;
community can actually be a non-stress- its a wonderful way to see a part of the
ful, happy, sharing environment.
country you've never seen, meet people
Everyone on the trip enjoyed meeting from the bi-co community, learn a new
the people whose house they were work- skill and learn something about yourself
ing on.
that you could only find out through an
It was wonderful to see what a differ- experience like this one.
ence we were making in people's lives by
It has been an incredibly fulfilling exproviding them with a decent home. One perience for me for the last two years and
girl, from the country, whose family was if you are interested for next year please
soon moving into their homesaid, "We're give me a call.
by Tao Hsu
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The Lesbian Visibility Project is happening again on
April3,1993 at 7:00
At the Bedford Mall
Questions? Call Kateri at XT559
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Get ready for Community Service Day:
It's that time of the year again!
by Kate Viola
On April 10th, Bryn Mawr College
will host its Second Annual Community
Service Day, entitled "Building Community Networks: Caring and Sharing."
The day long series of events includes
a breakfast at 8:30 am, the "out in the
field" experience at individual volunteer
organizations (transportation included)
until 4:00 pm, the "World Games" at the
gym, and the Community Service banquet, which is scheduled at 8:00 pm in
Rhoads Dining Hall.
Participating organizations include
Elizabeth Blackwell Health Center, Bartrum's Gardens, Nationwide Women's
Program, the Franklin Institute, Planned

Parenthood, American Friends Service
Committee, BEBASHI, Philadelphia
Lesbian/Gay Task Force, the Philadelphia Zoo, AIDS Task Force, Trevor's
Campaign for the Homeless, the Clean
Air Council, and the Chateau Agency.
Sign ups will start on Monday, April 5th
in the Campus Center.
Community Service Day is an opportunity for students to work in an altruistic environment, interacting with people
who devote their lives expressly to those
in need.
Not only will volunteers be giving, but
in return receiving the internal gratification of doing good.
If you have any questions, please contact Kate Viola x5896 or C-1315.
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Future plans for BM Greens
going to a local McD's to hand out leaflets about the harmful effects of the beef
Attention all environmentalists, femi- industry on the environment (water polnists, eco-feminists, women who love lution from tons of organic waste, deplewriggling their toes in the mud, and tion of water supplies — it takes 139
anyone else who breathes air, drinks gallons of water to produce a pound of
bread vs. 2,464 to produce a pound of
water, etc!
The Bryn Mawr Greens (the snazzy beef).
1 /3 of all the grain grown in the world
title of your own, personal environmental
group) has lots of projects coming up so goes to feed livestock/cattle. It takes 12
pounds of grain to
you can dig your
fingers into the eco1 pound of
Attention all environmental- produce
logical crisis and get
meat. Overconthe earth under ists, feminists, eco-feminists, sumptionofbeefis
your fingernails.
women who love wiggling a huge contributor
On April 3rd, we
hunger.
their toes in the mud, and to world
are offering a trip to
Th\s camdo some LOCAL anyone else who breathes air, paign is part of an
REFORESTING at
international projdrinks water, etc.!
Wissahickon Park
ect called Beyond
inPhffly.We'llleave
Beef whose goal is
from the back of the Campus Center at to reduce world beef consumption by
12:00, and return about 4:30.
50% in the next ten years.
On April 10th, as part of community
In addition to the informational leafservice day, the World Game will be letting, the organization is bringing a
going on from 3:00 to 7:00. This is a petition to a McD's shareholders' meetlecture-demonstration presentation ing in May, asking that they put a veggiewhich involves taking your shoes off, burger on their menu, and devote 25% of
running barefoot around a floor-sized their advertising budget to this.
map of the world (the Fuller Projection—
On April 25, there is a Philadelphia
so the distortion of a flat map of a spheri- Earth Day Spring cleanup. As part of
cal planet falls on the oceans, not the Philly's Earth-Day celebration, you too
continents), and solving the world's can help clean up Philly's streets. This
problems in microcosm. It's a lot of fun, clean-a-thon will raise money for neighand a terrifying and exciting perspective borhood organizations.
—jarring experience.
The Greens need you! Our meetings
On April 17th, we're looking for people are completely open, on Thursdays, 9:00
to participate in the "Adopt-A- to 9:30, Taylor C. Give as much or as little
McDona Id s" campaign—which involves time as you can!
by Christy Kissiletf
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Time to talk about the
environment: join the Greens
A population of 5.5 billion
by Christy Kissileff
The world's population was 2 billion
in 1930, it is now 5.5 billion. It is projected
to be 10 billion in 2028. All of us know
what the curve looks like.
When discussing overpopulation in
my high-school history classes, I learned
that in many "developing countries" the
economic incentive to have larger families—the need to have larger families—
was too strong to overcome. Apparently
this is not the case. The U.N. World
Population and Fertility Study revealed
that 80% of women worldwide thought
that their last child was too much.
The average woman in a developing
country has 5,6, or 7 children, where the
U.S. average is 1,2, or 3—but the fastergrowing developing nations consume
only 20% of the world's resources. It is
wrong to say that overpopulation is an
overseas problem, because over-consumption in America and the rest of the
western world— and unwise use of resources by industrialized nations (the
factory-farming industry, overpackaged
products, dependence on fossil fuels) —
plays no small role in resource-depletion.
A former head of state, secretary of the
World Health Organization, who cur-

rently works with the Population Institute, spoke about overpopulation at
Haverford last week.
He described the effects of overpopulation in his nation. Sierra Leone. 50,000
acres of forest are lost daily. The Leone
Mountains which once provided fuel are
now denuded. Because of the deforestation, topsoil is eroding, reducing agricultural productivity as demands on the
food supply grow exponentially.
In his lifetime, he sees fewer schools
for more children. What needs to happen? National and individual support
for international organizations working
on overpopulation, he says. To quote,
"the world mindset is good." It is not the
job of anyone to convince people that
there is a problem.
The U.N. survey reveals that the majority of people who need to know, know
(including us).
Some nations—Zimbabwe was cited
at the presentation—have brought their
population crises under control through
community-based programs; education
about, and the use of contraception.
Better education and job opportunities for women, and more control for
women over their own bodies are central
to the population crisis, as well as they
are to the lives of Bryn Mawr students.

BM Greens Bm Greens BM Greens BM Greens BM Greens BM Greens BM Greens BM

Wanderlust by night and day in Berlin
by Stacy Curwood

that I was harboring prejudices towards
the country because of its scarred 20th
Berlin—a city of decadence in the century, but the feeling of uneasiness I
1930's, the scene of a country's division had was definitely present.
later in the century, and a site of change
In this state of somewhat nervous
in the present.
curiosity, on the night of my arrival I
I spent a densely packed 24 hours there ventured out to the Knaack Club on the
over spring break and, reflecting on it, old East side for a concert. To get there, I
this expanded my world drastically. took the S-bahn train from Zoo Station
Before I went, I had some preconceived and got off at the deserted Alexander
notions of what I would find. Everybody platz. There were very few people there,
I know who knows the city exclaimed and I walked through empty streets to
about the nightlife, that the city never get to the club..
sleeps.
I would never undertake such a venThe imagesonU2 videos from Achtung ture in New York City, but it seems that
Baby, recorded in Berlin in 1991, were of there is less crime in Berlin than in major
a dark, exciting city with lots of little cities in the States. It is increasing in volTrabant cars.
ume, however, due to people who had
But descriptions from other people been provided with jobs by Commucan't recreate the atmosphere of a place. nism who are unable to find work.
Indeed, my whirlwind tour probably
The club was very alive and crowded,
failed in many respects to show me the and the band was received with a decent
big picture. In the details, however, are amount of energy. I was struck by how
some vivid images which capture my ex- similar this scene was to the United States,
perience in Berlin.
especially as it turned out the band was
I was a little ambivalent about actually an American one on tour in Europe.
visiting. I was in Cologne the day before
What was different was the street outand getting used to the German culture, side, Eastern Berlin with its wide sideand I noticed right
walks and nobody
away that if a store
walking on them.
The images on U2 videos
is closing, everyI suppose that
body leaves imme- from Achtung Baby, recorded most streets everydiately. I loved shoe
in Berlin in 1991, were of a
where are a little
shopping because dark, exciting city with lots of less crowded at
with all the tall
two in the mornlittle Trabant cars.
women in Gering but this conmany, I could find
trasted drastically
nice shoes in my generous size.
when I returned to my hotel on the West
When there is a rule, it is upheld relig- side.
iously.
It was in a prewar building on the
In general, though, the people were Ku'damm, the major street in Western
friendly and helpful and very patient Berlin. Pedestrian traffic was dense
with my nonexistent German speaking enough for it to seem like midday, at two
skills.
am. It's hard to say what exactly I was
Nevertheless, going to Berlin felt to me most affected by while in the city—relike it would be a trip back in time to membering WWII or the remaining traces
WWII country. And I couldn't shake the of communism. That night, I thought a
image I saw in the movie "Cabaret" of a lot about the war, perhaps because I had
man beaten in an alley by police. I know just arrived and that was really the focal

point of what I already knew about the structed there, vivid walls of blue and
city. But by day, my awareness of com- gold that were a sharp contrast to the
munism deepened.
world outside. The security in the muThe next day, I wandered in the area seum was omnipresent, though, and I
around Zoo Station fora while, and found was very surprised when I started to exit
the Europacenter mall to be way too through the entrance door and nobody
touristy for me. I wound up going back said anything.
to Alexanderplatz on the East side. I saw
Continuing down the street, I passed
the Reichstag out the window of the train, more street vendors selling rubles as
and a sculpted bit of concrete, which collector's items and lots of sets of solturned out to be the only still standing bit diers' field glasses, relics of the Commuof the Wall that I saw.
nists again. At the gate, the sidewalk was
Reaching Alexanderplatz, I found it to lined with them, and it was very crowded.
be transformed into a busy square filled I walked in the street down to the Branwith street vendors, and the huge de- denburg gate and quietly went through.
partment store next to it was a mob scene,
Now I was standing on the West side
looking at a line of sand on the ground
with a very American feel.
What didn't feel American was when where the cement had been broken, the
I started walking down the street toward base of the Wall. And that was all there
the Brandenburg gate. Though the day was; there was no trace of the solid strucwas sunny, heavy pollution blocked some ture I'd envisioned, just a few stakes with
of the sun so everything was seen in a yellow caution tape where I imagine a
hazy, gritty light. There was grit under road crew will soon pave to make the
my feet and as far as I could see was gray- cement continuous. I stood there and
ness. Looking back, I remember feeling stared, oddly moved by the unexpected
that my surroundings were
lack of fanfare.
colorless. Pollution had
I got on a crowded bus
I desperately
stained the great cathedral
back to Zoo Station and
wanted to look again saw the bright signs
and most of the buildings,
and the canal looked very
on the Ku'damm and
behind the
murky. I couldn't really
the station, which
coloring and see around
ignore this because it was
seemed very intense after
some of the
the East. There is a lot of
such an overwhelming feeling. I desperately wanted to
difference between the two
emerging
look beyond the coloring
worlds in one city. My cab
character of the driver
and see some of the emergsaid, "Oh, there's
city...
still a Wall, in people's
ing character of the city, but
in the limited time I had
minds." I imagine he's
right, though things are really changing
there I found doing this difficult.
One jewel I did see in Eastern Berlin is quickly. I will remember the sights I saw
the Pergamonmuseum, which is named in Berlin, and even the smell of the city,
for its prize exhibit, the great altar of for a long time to come. There is something in the atmosphere that is very strikPergamon.
The frieze is reconstructed with the ing, even in 24 hours. Ten years from
original sculptures and, along with con- now, what will it be like?
sidering the thoroughness of the Ger- The last thing that happened in Berlin
man archaeologists who put it together, was my plane that, in true efficient Gerthe art in the altar was awe-inspiring. man style, took off from Tegelhof airThe gates of Babylon are also recon- port, early.
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Sex, Lesbians and Videotape
by Kathryn Kingsbury
"Sex, Lesbians and Videotape" was
last Friday's installment in the Bryn Mawr
Rim Series.
It consisted of eight shorts from ten directors. The first four shorts, produced
by Shu Lea Cheang but directed by separate artists, address interracial relationships.
All of these videos consist of the taping
of a long strip of photographs: in the
background onecould hear commentary
as the camera
rolled along the
row of pictures.
One of these
shorts, "What's the
difference Between a Yam and a
Sweet Potato?"
used images of individual women holding a yam or a sweet potato near their
genitalia (in a non-sexual manner, thank
you), with discussion about the properties of yams and sweet potatoes and the
implication that these differences and
similarities relate to race.
These photographs were followed by a
"recipe" illustrated by pictures of a black
and a white woman having sex juxtaposed with images of sweet potatoes and
yams. The intention of these parallels,
however, was not always clear; one of
those who attended commented, "The
symbolism just went over my head."
I could definitely see what she meant.
These four shorts seemed almost too preoccupied with being artistic and with
making strong social commentary that
they almost failed to do either. While the
filming techniques were interesting, it
seemed that they were used simply to
draw attention to the tapes rather than to
effectively deliver the message that.
Cheang wanted to get across.
I found the next two shorts, both directed by Sadie Benning, a 19-year-old
artist, much more entertaining. She used
a black-and-white Fisher Price Pixelvision toy camera, which, because it focused poorly, gave her work a dreamlike quality.
In addition, she included both shots of
herself as she told her stories and shots of
words scratched on pieces of paper or
formed from letter-beads or magazine
cut-outs. Her first short was a "[recounting of] her earliest sexual encounters"
(from the advertisement). Recalling a
crush she had on a pair of (female) twins
in kindergarten, shedead-pans: "I would
think of really clever things to say, like.
.. 'I love you'". About her first experience
with a boy she says: "I never touched his
dick again." But regardless of these experience she can only tell herself as a
teenager that she can't be having crushes
on girls because she is "not a man." Her

off-beat humor and creative filming (including two naked Barbie dolls making
out, to which the audience responded
with much laughter) added depth to her
personal account of her experiences as a
lesbian.
The audience was catapulted out of
the artsy with a documentary entitled "L
is for the Way You Look," which largely
explored media figures as a part of lesbian culture.
A large portion of the video is spent on
the recounting of a sighting of Dolly
The Chorale of Havcrford and B711 Mawr College*, directed by Marian E.|
Parton with Fran I Dolan. and the United State* Naval Academy Clee Clubs, directed by Barry j
Lebowitz at a
rwrHTV
show with a j Talley and Jeanne Kelly, join the Concert Soloists Orchestra of Philadelphia, j
mostly lesbian I under the direction of Mark Mostovoy in a concert of Brahms' Qequiem. j
audience. One j Sunday. April 4.1993 at 4pm
j
woman present at
I
the event stated I Tamara Crout. soprano
that she felt such I Steven Kalm. baritone
an obsession with media figures is some- I General Admission $10. BiCo Students $5 with ID
I
what unique to queer culture. After all,
how many heterosexuals go around
saying things like "Did you know Mar- I For more information call (215)896-1011
lon Brando's straight?"
Another woman commented on namedropping as a way to subtly reveal sexual orientation; for example, commenting on the latest Martina Navratilova
match.
Her comment really struck a chord
with me. In my junior year of high school,
a lesbian friend of mine (who was not out
Our next challenge was the conga. I
to me at the time; nor was I out to her) by Jennifer Wilks
learned this more quickly because it rewould occasionally "test the waters" by
saying things like "Can you believe that
What do I usually do on Friday nights sembles the electric slide (that line dance
people are boycotting the Indigo Girls at 7:30? Well, there are three options: (1) at parties that everyone starts enthusiasjust because they're lesbians?" Instead go see a movie, (2) hang out in the hall, or tically but tends to do just a little too
long). Most of us learned this step withof giving her some king of password like (3) work
"What fuckheads!" or "Why would
Last weekend, though, my answer to out major difficulties. The introduction
anyone do something like that?" I would that question was "none of the above." I of yet another turn caused some confusimply say "How do you know?"
had been thinking about going to La sion, but our patient instructor kindly
I did this not because I was a homo- Fiesta on Saturday, and there was some- repeated the step until everyone knew
phobe (as she probably thought), but thing I should probably investigate be- when to do what. I began to envision
myself on the dance floor Saturday night.
rather because I wanted to be sure that fore making a decision: dance lessons.
this group which I so admired really was
So there I was last Friday at (you It could happen.
of us.
guessed it) 7:30 p.m. in the Sunken
The final dance of the lesson was the
"L is for the Way You Look" took an Lounge of the D.C. I and approximately salsa. More confident by this time, I was
impressive look at the desire to know ten other people waited nervously, pa- ready to try anything. It proved trickier
about famous people, and how their tiently,orexpectantly,dependingonour than the other dances, but not imposactions can affect lesbians. It offered a moods, to be instructed in the art of sible. Again, our instructor checked to
short but negative critique of Madonna's dance. Our topics of study for the eve- make sure that most people had the basic
presentationofherqueerness, comment- ning were the merengue, the conga, and step. Eventually, all of us, at different
ing that such media exposure made les- the salsa. Residents of La Casa provided speeds and in different sequences, began
bianism hip and elite, while doing noth- the teaching staff.
to try each of the various dances as the
ing to make it acceptable to society.
We began with the merengue. "Hey, music continued to play.
The evening was closed with "We're this isn't too bad," I thought. In between
Looking back, I can't believe that I
Talking Vulva," a rockin' groove and laughing every other step, I actually almost didn't go to the lessons. I thought
music video featuring a woman dressed seemed to be getting the hang of the that I would look stupid, or worse yet,
in a large foam vulva costume. Being the dance. Of course, that was before the that other people would think I looked
conservative queer that I am, I expected turn. Momentary panic. I regained my stupid. But, honestly, no one cared. Most
to find the video rather tasteless, but it composure long enough to realize that of us were beginners and those who
truly entertained. Guess you had to be yes, it was possible to turn, retain your weren't helped the rest. The music was
there.
balance, and keep the rhythm all at the perfect, the people were fun, and the
It was refreshing to see the Film Series same time. As I relaxed, I noticed that I dances were gTeat. Now, on to Saturpresent shorts, and I hope that it contin- was no longer laughing to hide my day...
ues to bring us films that we can't see on embarrassment; I was laughing because (At deadline, theauthor had not yet tried
Lancaster Ave.
her new skills at La Fiesta)
I was having fun.

I

I
1

J
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The merengue and the
congo for La Fiesta

Dykes To Watch Out For
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. continued selected readings
from Ms. Hank
Dear Ms. Hank,
Everyone is always complaining to you about and asking things of you.
I'm just writing to say that my life is wonderful. My grades are good. I have
a strong, happy relationship with my parents. And I have a loving, fulfilling
relationship with my boyfriend.
Sincerely,
Feelin' Groovy
P.S.—I also have a lot of money, my future is secure and I have a cool car
thaf s dependable and gets good gas mileage.
Dear Feelin' Goofy
Please don't write again. If s people like you who put me out of business.
I want problems and complaints, you dork. Excuse me Ms. Little Sensitive
Genius but Do You Think There Would Be Advice Columns If No One
Needed Advice? Geek.
I have two things to say about your life:
1) Who Cares?
and 2) Do you know what advice columnists would call you, my friend?
IN DENIAL
For us to keep our jobs the good must be unobtainable so anyone who thinks
they are happy must be wrong.
If you are happy you are IN DENIAL.
If you are in a good relationship you must be CODEPENDANT.
If you seek to be heard in any public forum you have LOW SELF ESTEEM
and must seek approval to convince yourself that you ha ve a worthwhile existence.
If you do not voice your opinions in public forums, you have LOW SELF ESTEEM and do not have the confidence to draw attention to yourself.
If you write insipid, moronic, repulsive letters like the one above, you're
CRYING OUT FOR HELP.
Please, don't write again.
Death to the Patriarchy,
Ms. Hank
How many folks do you know on campus with ten novels under their beltihat's written, not read? Christopher Davis is the only one who comes to mind!
Davis gave a reading of his most recent work on March 25th.Davis' contribution to American literature was recognized in 1991, when he received a Career
Award from the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters. Many
^students who have taken classes in creative writing know Davis for his concrn
vith and serious devotion to his craft, his unassuming manner and wry humor.
by Jane Wilkinson

compiled by Elizabeth Lyzenga
Thursday, April 1
5-7pm, Sunken Lounge HCDC, Audre Lorde Memorial: readings continue.
7:30pm, Batten House, Russian Film Series: "Repentance."
8pm, Thomas Great Hall, Lecture: "China's Present in the Eyes of Historians"
9pm, Denbigh news office, College News Meeting.
9pm, Taylor C, BMC Greens meeting.
9:30pm, BiCo exchange draw, Physics Lecture Hall.
9:30pm, Doublestar Videos, CC 210.
10pm, Thomas 110, BiCo Film Series: "American Dream,
Historian's Eye," Jonathan Spruce.
9pm, Goodhart Music Rm, Bad Cabaret Night.
Friday, April 2
9:45-10:45, CC Cafe, coffeehouse.
11am, Sunken Lounge, HCDC, Audre Lorde Memorial: readings continue.
3pm, BMC Rm HCDC, Audre Lorde Memorial: reception with AL's daughter
Elizabeth Lorde Rollins, and author Minnie Bruce Platt.
Swarthmore College, symposium, "Social Policy and Activism in the Lesbian/Gay
90s." Until 4th.
4pm, tea in Thomas Great Hall, 5pm lecture, Thomas 110: "Herakles, Hero and AntiHero," Sir John Boardman, Oxford University, England.
4:15pm, Dorothy Vernon Rm Haffner, lecture: "Obligation and the Authority of Reflection," Professor Christine Korsgaard, Harvard University.
7pm, Gest 101 HC, Christian Fellowship.
7:30 & 10pm, Thomas 110, BMC Film Series: "The Waterdance."
8pm, "Pictures of Alice," Goodhart (in sites).
Saturday, April 3
10am, CC and Merion Green, Bunny Breakfast, Bonnet Parade, Egg Hunt.
10am, Gest Building HC, Andrew Silk Journalism Panel: "A Discussion on Issues
Facing the Clinton Administration."
7pm, Thomas 110, Jewish Film Series.
8pm, "Pictures of Alice," Goodhart (in sites).
BMC Lecture Series: "Everything You Wanted to Learn at Bryn Mawr But Didn't
Have the Time." Becky Birtha, Neal Abraham, Sharon UUman, Rick Hamilton, Bob
Dostal.
10pm, Founders Hall HC, Black Students League Jazz Formal.
10pm, HCDC, Alternative Concert Series: Zen Guerrilla and Pod, free with TriCo
ID.
Sunday, April 4
lpm, CC210, RAP meeting.
3pm, Main Line Unitarian Church, The Philadelphia Trio. Music of Brahms and
Mezaraup. Students with ID, $10.50, others $12.50. 816 Valley Forge Rd, Devon, 8730389
4pm, Bryn Mawr Presbyterian Church, Brahm's Requiem, Chorale of BMC/ HC, US
Naval Academy GleeClubs, Concerto Soloists Orchestra of Philadelphia. BiCo ID $5,
others $10. 896-1011
7pm, CC 105, SGA meeting.
8pm, "Alice."
Tuesday, April 6
12:30pm, CC210, McBrides Brown Bag lunch.
8pm, Thomas 110, International Film Series.
Wednesday, April 7
12-lpm, CC210, Quaker Meeting.
4-6pm, English House, English Majors Tea.
7pm, Robin's Book Store, Moonstone Readings: Charlotte Watson Sherman's One
Dark Body. 108 S 13th St Phila, 735-9600.
8pm, "Alice."
8:30pm, French Film Series.
9pm, CC Main Lounge, coffee house.
9-10pm, room draw open houses, Rhoads North & South, Rock, Haffner, Erdman.
Thursday, April 8
7:30, Batten House, Russian Film Series.
8pm, "Alice."
9pm, Denbigh news office. College News meeting.
9pm, Taylor C, BMC Greens meeting.
9-10pm, room draw open houses, Pern East &West, Denbigh, Merion, Radnor,
Brecon.
Friday, April 9
7:30&10pm, BMC Film Series.
9:45-10:45am, CC Cafe, coffee house.
6pm, Robin's Book Store, Moonstone Readings: Conrad Lynn's There is a Fountain.
108 S 13th St Phila, 735-9600.
8pm, "Alice."
Saturday, April 10
Community Service Day.
8pm, "Alice."
Sunday, April 11
7pm, CC105, SGA meeting.
Monday, April 12
6:30pm, Rockefeller living room, Cities Majors Tea.
8pm, Thomas 110, film "Pinky," & discussion following with Professor Robert
Washington.
Tuesday, April 13
l2:30-2pm, CC210, McBrides brown bag lunch.
8pm, Thomas 110, International Film Series^ ,
Wednesday, April 14
o
12-lpm, CC210, Quaker meeting,
lecture, "College in the 90s, an Ethos of Alcohol Abuse," Carl Wartensburg,
Princeton University.
8:30pm, French Film Series.
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Special entertainment: Looney Tune Time
Our ultimate favorite cartoonist (excepting Emily Cotlier, of course) is back.
Yes, Bechdel has returned to the College
News, never to be absent again.

f

It s springtime at last:
let the sun shine for
ever upon us
Dykes To Watch Out For
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Sports - Sports - Sports - Sports - Sports
Once again the
beleaguered 6ports Editor is
appealing to the community to
lend a hand and write a
Sports article or two. One
article doe* not absorb that
much time and it will look good
on a resume. Yes. I'm so desperate I'll even invoke the Dword. Brenda X5775

Prospects looking more than encouraging for
the lacrosse team: watch out their next game!
by Brenda Bradbury
The Bryn Mawr Lacrosse team has a
highly competitive schedule this season,
now that they can finally get outside to
play. Coach Diane DiBonaventuro predicts that "we'll have a strong showing,"
but she can't foresee the win/loss record
the Mawrters will compile. DiBonaventuro thinks that the "talent, ability, and

the "talent, ability, and
depth of this year's team
will enable us to match or
better the level of play we
will see."
Diane DiBonaventuro
depth of this year's team will enable us to
match or better the level of play we will
see. All it takes is playing to our potential."
Thereare seven starting seniors on this
year's squad that offer a tremendous

amount of experience and have, in the
past, exhibited grace under pressure. It
will be exciting to see the team in action
out on the field.
Pre-season injuries have made things
a bit problematic for individual players,
but DiBonaventuro chalks them up as
"setback! s], but we are not suffering tragically." Injuries seemed to have hit the
team newcomers the hardest.
Nancy Perlman, Bethany Burt and
Sharetha Gregory are all doing their best
to rehab in time to play this season. Fortunately there is enough depth in the
attack and defense to absorb these "setbacks."
DiBonaventuro hopes to see the Junior
Varsity become a "feeder system" for
Varsity because it would add to thedepth
and strength of the program.
There is a tremendous amount of potential in the JV squad, which is in the
capable hands of Mrs. Shillingford this
season. There is a variety of ability of age
and experience levels; some are trans-

fers, as well as players with high school
playing time. Senior tri-captain, Anne
Stone has a lot of confidence in this JV
team, "they've been honing their skills
and it will be great to see them in their

"they've been honing their
skills and it will great to see
them in their first game
situation." Anne Stone
first game situation."
The lacrosse program has experienced
a tremendous amount of interest and
new participation. To build on this enthusiasm, DiBonaventuro is hoping to
capture someamazing recruits. "We have
several strong prospects that have (received] high school recognition such as
all-star and MVP awards."
This is an important building year for
the team and some experienced recruits
will continue the depth that will be nee-

Support
the Rugby
Team
by Cadi New and Brenda Bradbury

Many thanks
to all from the
Lacrosse
Team...
by Brenda Bradbury
The Bryn Mawr Lacrosse team would like to
thank all community members who purchased raffle
tickets and helped make
Florida a possibility. We
would also like to thank the
following area businesses
who graciously donated the
prizes for our fund raiser. It
is this type of generosity that
helps make a winning season
a reality.
Just for the Record, Inc
Marble's
Buckman's Ski Shops
Critter's
TLA Video
21st Century Sound
Border's Books
Bryn Mawr Pizza
Fleet Feet
Flower Express
Gourmet Garden
Arrowroot Natural Foods
Once again, thank you. Your
donation was greatly appreciated.

The Bi-Co women's rugby team is
hungry for a kick ass season. What else
would you expect from a team whose
motto is "Blood makes the grass grow.
Kill, Kill, Kill." Senior Jen Reed is counting on "a powerful season all together."
She is also enthusiastic about the "incredible line of rookies and {the range] of
experienced players."
Some women to watch out for are returning ruggers Eleni Varitimos, Renata
Razza (who is at this point temporarily
injured), Joli Rightmeyer, and Mia
Shapiro. Rightmeyer is starting a new
position and Reed is "anxious to see her
progress."
Please help the team fund their trip to
Virginia by purchasing a T-shirt and or
mug. Let's support our club sports.

Blood makes
the grass grow
Kill Kill Kill

Bryn Mawr tennis team starts
the season off explosively
by Cadi New and Brenda Bradbury
The tennis team has started the season
off explosively.
Their Spring Training trip to Hilton

"It was good to see the
team come together. We
were a cohesive unit."
Diane Blumeris
Head, South Carolina proved to be a
valuable experience as they had a strong
8-1 showing against Slippery Rock and
two tight matches against Wooster and
St. Mary's. Senior captain, Diane Blumeris
feels that "the confidence gained at Hilton Head was a building block in our win
against Muhlenberg."
Muhlenberg, fellow future Centennial
r

Conference member, fell to the Mawrters
7-1. Blumeris, Orin Roth, Abby Herron,
Stacey Pastore, and Jess Morse all won
"convincingly and quickly."
Junior captain Mary Waibel fought a
hard battle against their number one seed
and unfortunately did not come out on
top.
On the upside, Blumeris commented
that "it was good to see the team come
together. We were a cohesive unit."
Adding to the win, Blumeris also credited new coach, Andrew Bickford (a recent Haverford graduate), with "being
very attentive and supportive of every
individual."
Bickford seem s to have a knack for getting into the mental side of the game and
knows how to get the most from his
players.
We here at Tlte College News, wish the
team many more successes and well
deserved victories.
^

J Best of luck to all athletes! |
V.-1U -LI--'L'l L'l I'll' L'l-L'l 1 J
Community Alert!!!
March 28, 1993 Athletic Association meeting hosted
Mrs. Shillingford (Director of Physical Education),
Lisa Boyle (Associate Director of Athletics), and
Catie Hancock (Admissions Officer in charge of
Athletic Recruitment). The agenda item was Bryn
Mawr in the Centennial Conference. The College
News will keep all you interested community members informed. Regrettably, we were unable to announce this meeting before Spring Break.
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Happy April Fool s Day

